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#BPL12: Day 1

Melbourne Pulse were the
statement-makers at Moama on

Tuesday, as Bowls Premier League
action returned for the first time in 12

months.

Take a look at who else made their
play for the championship below.

Read more

BPL Cup host club
registrations now open

As teams gear up to do battle for the
2020 BPL Cup from this weekend,
clubs across the country can now

commence their 2021 campaigns for
the coveted trophy. Expressions of

Interest to host preliminary qualifying
rounds are being accepted.

Read more
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State Champs event
helps club rise from the

ashes

Having faced bushfires in early 2020
followed by the impacts of the

COVID-19 pandemic, Club Malua
and Tomakin Sports & Social Club
will host Women’s Bowls NSW’s

State Championships from Tuesday.

Read more

Lester braids up for
worthy cause
BCiB Australian

Jackaroo and Melbourne
Pulse star Barrie Lester has

revealed the touching reason behind
his unusual hairstyle at BPL12 in

Moama this week.

Find out below.

Read more
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Rinkside Live - BPL12

Tune in to Nick Hind and Rob Wilson this week for Rinkside Live at BPL12 in Moama.

On air Thursday from 10:30am AEDT and Friday from 11am AEDT.

All on the Bowls Australia Facebook page.

BPL12 Preview with Clive Adams and Nick Hind

Tune in as Clive Adams and Nick Hind cast their eyes over BPL12 in Moama and give their
picks on who they think will be crowned champions in the highly anticipated competition.

Watch

Watch the video
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National Assistant Coach and Pathways Manager
Employment Opportunity

Do you love the sport of Bowls and aspire to gain a career in coaching and mentoring? We
have a phenomenal opportunity for you!

View the job description and apply below 

Introducing the Aero Bowls Momentum Multi Size

The Aero Momentum has a bias similar to our Optima, and a grip that is similar to the Z
Scoop. The Momentum is available in four colours and has logos from Aero's logo book. 

Apply
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Scoop. The Momentum is available in four colours and has logos from Aero's logo book. 
 

The Multi Size means the Momentum will suit bowlers who would use either a 2, 2.5 or 3.
 

As with every Aero model, it is the same line every time. Aero are a precision bowl.
 

Order Aero Momentum for Barefoot Bowls at the price of $385 with no World Bowls
stamp, or $485 with a World Bowls stamp for formal competition. Prices are GST inclusive.

 
Aero Momentum can only be ordered direct from Aero Bowls. Visit aerobowls.com.au for

details.
 

Visit site
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Cancer Council Deal
Bowls Australia is working with the Cancer Council to ensure bowlers are protected from

the sun, both  on the off the green
 

Voted Australia’s most trusted sunscreen products five years running, a range of Cancer
Council products are now available for purchase via shop.bowls.com.au.

 
Extended for the month of February – Bowls Clubs and bowlers Australia wide will have
access to 30% discount off the RRP of Cancer Council sunscreen products, on orders

with a minimum value of $300 (pre-discount). 
 

Clubs can purchase Sunscreen to provide to their members, as well as being able to on-
sell to generate income. Check how the Sunbury Bowling Club has embraced the

Cancer Council.
 

As an additional incentive, any order over $300 (pre-discount) will include 2 x free Cancer
Council wall mount sunscreen brackets.

Thank you for reading Bowls Australia's official e-newsletter, Bowls Connect.

You are receiving this email because you are a valued stakeholder or member of Bowls in Australia.

Check out the range
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